Veteran scholar and peace activist David Cortright offers a definitive history of the human striving for peace and an analysis of its religious and intellectual roots. This authoritative, balanced, and highly readable volume traces the rise of peace advocacy and internationalism from their origins in earlier centuries through the mass movements of recent decades: the pacifist campaigns of the 1930s, the Vietnam antiwar movement, and the waves of disarmament activism that peaked in the 1980s. Also explored are the underlying principles of peace -nonviolence, democracy, social justice, and human rights -all placed within a framework of "realistic pacifism." Peace brings the story up to date by examining opposition to the Iraq War and responses to the so-called "war on terror." This is history with a modern twist, set in the context of current debates about "the responsibility to protect," nuclear proliferation, Darfur, and conflict transformation. D
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Countering the "war on terror" Peace requires the collective effort of many people, and the same is true of a book about peace. In researching and writing this volume I benefited immensely from the assistance and advice of many colleagues and friends. I am grateful to everyone who supported and encouraged me along the way, although I alone take responsibility for any errors of judgment or fact here. I am most indebted to Linda Gerber-Stellingwerf, Director of Programs at the Fourth Freedom Forum, who was senior researcher and editor throughout this project. Gerber-Stellingwerf researched literally hundreds of records and citations. She provided constant support by checking facts, preparing endnotes, compiling bibliographies, editing sections of the manuscript, maintaining liaison with researchers and editors, and managing the final production and preparation of the manuscript. This book would not have been possible without her skilled and enthusiastic assistance. Especially valuable was the support of Scott Appleby, director of the Kroc Institute, who offered constant encouragement and critical commentary ix on the manuscript as it emerged. I was aided immensely by Applebyintellectually through his important contributions to peace studies and religious history, institutionally through the support of the Kroc Institute, and personally through his enthusiasm for this project.
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